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1. Project Background/Description



The movie industry is a very powerful and large business. Every year, several dozen of films are produced as a response to what the spectators are expecting. This 15-minute movie is about the life of 4 fresh students who are going to live together and become best friends. Because a big part of the movie viewers are young people, this film will definitely find its audience. Indeed, the main goal of this production is to entertain and make money at the same time. Here is a synopsis of the movie: 4 new OSU students – Mike, Will, Dave and Jason – move in together at the beginning of fall term. They don’t know each other and found the place looking at ads posted on walls on campus. They are going to share this apartment for several months until they graduate. They come from different areas and will have to find a way to become best friends despite their differences. In order to achieve this goal, there will be exterior and interior scenes to shoot. The actions that take place outside will be most of the time shot on campus when for the inside scenes, they will be in the apartment and during classes. Since almost everything is possible in movies, the production needs a lot of skilled people. Indeed, several departments are involved in making a movie; therefore different kinds of workers are present on the set. We can distinguish four main departments: Production, Story, Casting and Technical (which includes Art, Camera and Editing). Making a movie usually takes 5 steps: Development, Pre Production, Production, Post Production and Distribution. For this project, we are going to start after the Development phase and ends before the Distribution phase. It means I supposed that the story, on which the movie is based, has been bought and the script from it has been written. Also, there won’t be any releases in theater or DVD and no advertising materials provided. Then, the project will be divided into 3 main periods. First, the Pre Production with work on the script, sets, costumes and so on. Hiring the main crew members is also a part of it. The goal of the Pre Production is to have everything ready for the Production. Second is the Production that corresponds to the period when the movie is shot. Schedule is already defined and changes are very difficult to manage during this period. A very close supervision of the time, budget and planned scenes is necessary to meet the requirements and deadlines issued from the Pre Production. Third, the Post Production is when all the scenes are put together to create the movie. Audio and video effects will be added during this period too.



The main difficulty in this project is to control several departments (camera, photography, electrical, art, …) working together but sometimes independently. Because each of them is asking for resources, rules have to be defined and contracts signed in the first place to meet the goal of making this movie. This is a movie that has never been done before, it has a start and end dates, it’s a one-time effort job and it has a budget for a specific scope. For these reasons, it’s a project.
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2. Project Scope Statement Project objective: To shoot and edit a 15-minute color movie with 4 main actors, from pre production to post production (no development or distribution) from March 6, 2006 to April 17, 2006 at a cost of $70,000. Deliverables: • A 15-minute color movie telling the story of 4 students who are to become best friends • 30 scenes of 30 seconds each • Exterior and interior scenes • Music, video and audio effects • Schedule and budget for each week • Feedback advance of every shooting day • Day-to-day schedule • At least one main actor on screen per scene Milestones: 1. Pre production finished, production ready to start – March 22, 2006 2. Half of shooting done: 15 scenes – March 29, 2006 3. Second half of shooting done: 30 scenes – April 5, 2006 4. Post production completed, movie done – April 17, 2006 Technical Requirements: 1. Use of a 8mm standard camera 2. No use of filters 3. No more than 40 people on a set 4. Each scene has to be at least 20 seconds and not to exceed 30 seconds 5. Movie has to be at least 10 minutes and not to exceed 15 minutes 6. Main credits displayed at the beginning of the movie 7. Screen ratio has to be 16:9 8. Movie has to be edited in safe mode for a ratio of 4:3 9. Movie has to be edited using Apple Final Cut Pro 5 10. Sets have to be isolated from exterior noises. Limits and Exclusions: 1. Every expenses not defined in the final budget will be charged to the persons who need them 2. Transportations to the set and to exterior scenes are not included into the services 3. Food will only be provided for breakfast and lunch, dinner time is not included 4. Costumes, haircuts and properties will be provided by the art department. No extra requests after the pre production phase. 5. Sets, studios and equipments will be available from Monday to Friday, from 6am to 7pm 6. Crew will be provided equipments but not taught how to use them. 7. The final media will be a digital video. No physical support like DVD, CD or VHS will be provided. 8. No publicity campaign is included in the project. Customer Review: The producer and the director Term Paper 4 – Marie-Anne Midy
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3. Priority Analysis 3.1. Priority Matrix



Constrain Enhance Accept 3.2.



Time c



Performance



Cost c



c



Discussion about the Priority Matrix



Constrain – Time: The 4 main actors have very busy schedules and just after this shooting each of them has another movie to shoot. Most of the time, actors’ schedule is planned a year ahead and can’t be changed. Thus, no delay can be tolerated to have the movie completed by the deadline defined in the scope. Another reason is to have the movie ready for a specific period; most of the film festivals are at the beginning of May (Cannes Festival for example). A delay in the completion of the movie could have as consequences not to be projected at a festival and then loose buyers and money. This happened for many movies in the past and studios that had financed them lost a lot of money. Mainly because they missed the occasion to have their movie rewarded and therefore not noticed as much as it could have been by the audience. Another reason would be to have to keep the cast and crew working longer; it means more expenses and a risk of being over budget. Enhance – Cost: The time is fixed; it means the team has to do the job before a deadline and with the resources available. In the best conditions, the movie can be completed before the deadline and fewer days will be necessary. Then, less people will be working for the production and therefore the budget reduced. If during the shooting, the crew finds a location less expensive than the one planned, it would be a good occasion to shorten the expenses. Some actors brought their own costumes and accessories on the set and if it fits with what the director has in mind for a scene, it will be used. There is no reason to create or buy these costumes anymore and then save some money. Accept – Performance By performance I mean the extra features added in post production. For example, if the special effects are too difficult and take too much time, they will be removed from the schedule. This is usually the way it works during movie productions when during the shooting time and costs are shortened. Another solution would be to reduce the work on these special effects to have something easier to implement and less expensive. It works the same way for the sound effects and the audio track. If some scenes don’t need all these extra features, they won’t be added to the movie during the prost production. During the shooting, it is also possible to get rid of the difficult scenes to shoot that would take too long and would be too expensive if some trades off have to be made to stay in time and within the budget allocated. The number of people working on the set could also be reduced by keeping only the department heads and some assistants. The idea is the same with the extras, for the crowd scenes, by having fewer actors on the set. Term Paper 4 – Marie-Anne Midy
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4. Risk Assessment 4.1. Assessment Matrix



Risk Event



Likelihood



Impact



A main actor gets sick



3



4



Detection Difficulty 5



Bad weather



4



4



3



3



5



4



During the production



2



5



5



While shooting a scene



The studio executives reduce the budget A camera breaks



When Before the production starts During an exterior shooting day



Below is the explanation of this matrix: • A main actor gets sick: Everyone can get sick at anytime, it’s a possibility but its likelihood is not very high because people are careful when they know they have a job waiting for them. The impact of this risk is quite important because the main actors are a big part of a movie. An actor’s name in the credits of a film contributes a lot to its success. The detection of this risk is very high because it’s not predictable; it’s a known fact once it happens, not before. • Bad weather: Every kind of weather can occur during March and April periods. The impact for a bad weather while shooting outside could delay the schedule or even damaged equipments. To detect these conditions, watching the weather forecast for the next day is the best way to be aware of the conditions. Then, by replacing an exterior by an interior shooting day, the issue is avoided. • The studio executives reduce the budget: While shooting the movie, some other projects, which will be financing by the same studios, start. If for them these movies are more valuable the studios can change their mind about the budget. It has happened several times in the past for other movies. It can be very difficult to manage and the consequences can be important. To reduce expenses, some scenes are going to be shortened, some additional work (special effects, sound tracks, audio effects,…) reduced and the number of extra actors minimized. This situation can be detected some time ahead with the usual daily phone call to the studios and sometimes negotiation can help to ask for more budgets even if it is less than expected. • A camera breaks: No equipment is reliable 100%, it is always a possibility to have a camera breaking down while shooting but with past experiences, we know it happens rarely. Without a camera, the movie can’t be shot and stops the entire production. Furthermore, it is very difficult to detect because it’s when the camera is broken that we know it.
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4.2.



Response Matrix



Risk Event



Response



Contingency Plan



A main actor gets sick



mitigating



Hire a new actor who said he was available



The weather is bad



avoiding



The studio executives reduce the budget



mitigating



A camera breaks



mitigating



Move the schedule to an interior scene Reduce features in post production Regular check of the cameras and a second camera ready to use



Trigger



Who is responsible



When the actor’s agent call to let the team know Weather forecast from the day before As soon as the studio asks for it



Production manager



When the camera breaks



Camera Operator



Casting Director Director



Below is the explanation of this matrix: • A main actor gets sick: This risk’s response is mitigating because the risk can be reduced by having a “backup” actor on the casting director’s list. He/she has been contacted earlier and said he/she was available and interested in doing the movie. Usually, the casting director receives a phone call from the actor’s agent and as soon as he/she knows the situation contact the backup actor to ask him/her to come to the set. • The weather is bad: Because we can’t change the weather, the only way to eliminate this risk is by changing the scope of the shooting day. Instead of exterior scenes, interior scenes will be shot. This change is manage by the director when the day before he was informed of the upcoming bad forecast. The decision is made during the daily meeting, at the end of the day, when planning the following day. • The studio executives reduce the budget: In this situation, the risk can be reduced by being informed during the daily phone call to the producers about their intentions regarding the movie. Negotiation is a way to ask them more money to shoot the movie even if it’s less than what was supposed to be at the beginning. As soon as the thought of a smaller budget is mentioned by the producers, the production manager suggests a new schedule, fewer features and maybe fewer actors to stay in the budget allocated. • A camera breaks: In order to mitigate this risk, the camera operator has to check regularly the equipment. To avoid the situation during which one the camera is not working anymore, an identical backup camera is available. As soon as the main camera breaks down, the operator replaces it with the backup one.
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5. WBS & Gantt Chart
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6. Network Diagram
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6. Network Diagram (continued)
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7. Resource Allocation



•



The production resource is composed of the Production Manager; he/she has to be present for the major decisions and has to report everything that happens to the Producer. The Production Manager has to be available during the entire project. Notes: For this kind of project, the Producer is actually required to give his/her agreement on every decision related to the movie. Therefore, he/she should work during the entire project on every activity. However, I decided not to include the Producer in my Production resource or any other resources and just be aware that he/she will have to review every decision. • The Story resource is composed of the Script Supervisor and the Storyboarder. The first one is in charged of all the work related to the script. It means revising the script until it is accepted by the Producer and Director, and defining the script breakdown in order to have every scene planned for the shooting. The Script Supervisor is needed only at the beginning until the script is approved. The Storyboarder has to draw the storyboard once every scene has been defined. • The Art Department resource is composed of the Location Manager and his/her assistant, the Set/Costume Designer and his/her assistant, the Music Composer, and the Special Effects Creator. The location team is needed during pre production to locate sites for exterior scenes. For the sets and costumes, the second team has to be present during the pre production to prepare the sets before shooting starts and during the production they have to take care of the artists’ costumes. The Music Composer can work in parallel of the production; he/she just has to have the tracks done before the editing stage during post production. It is the same for the special effects • The Camera Department is composed of the Director, his/her first assistant, the director of photography and the stills photographer. The Director has to be present from the beginning to the end of the project. Every member of the technical departments comes to see him/her when they have issues or questions. For the rest of the Camera department, they are just needed during the production phase. • The Editing Department includes the Film Editor. When adding the audio, video, effects…he/she only works 25% of his/her time on each to have everything done by the end of the day. • The Casting Department is composed of the Casting Director who hires the main and extra actors. • The Main cast is the four main actors. They are present during the production. Some lack is planned after they have been hired and before the shoot starts to allow them to learn their script. • The extra cast represents 50 people who are going to be work during the production. They have usually pretty flexible schedule and if one of them is not available many other extra actors are free.
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8. Cash Flow Statement by activity
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9. Stakeholders Analysis 9.1. Network of Stakeholders diagram



9.2.



Keys to success



The constraint for this project is the time; in order to succeed the movie has to be completed no later than April 17, 2006. The Production Manager, who is in charge of managing the entire production, overseeing all departments, and supervising all administrative and financial details of the production and the crew, has to make sure all the stakeholders and departments cooperate and are interacting successfully. • Cast and Crew: They are the Project Team. They are going to work together during the entire process. They have one common supervisor who is the Director of the movie. If the Production Manager wants to make a good movie, it starts by paying attention to the interactions between all the persons on the set. • Studios: They are the most powerful persons involved in the project. The final decision about releasing the movie or not depends on them. Sometimes they have the “Final Cut”, it means they decide what end the story of the movie is going to have. And most important of all, they can decide whenever they want to stop the production or cut off the budget. To avoid that, the Production Manager has to be in very good terms with the studio representatives. Daily phone calls, to let them know about the movie, are a good way to keep good relationships. This way, if some features during the post production need to be removed from the original plan, the studio representatives will be more opened and understanding. The method of building relationships before needing help from the people is the key with Studios. • Executive Producers, Producers and Line Producer: They all have money involved in the project and are present at every stage of the production. They have expectations on the final version of the movie and sometimes less features because of shorten time is not something they are ready to accept. To avoid difficulties, the Production Manager should inform them of every step and issue of the production and build relationships as well before working with them. • Author: Sometimes, because the author is not happy with the script and movie based on his/her story, he/she can delay the project by requesting changes. To avoid this issue, the Production Manager has to make sure as soon as possible that the script and movie are what the author had in mind. This way, if changes have to be made, it will be done early in the process and won’t delay the production. • Audience: If they don’t like the movie, it’s not a success. Some previews to have feedback from volunteers before the official release gives an idea of the future life of the movie. • MPAA ratings: Being aware from the beginning of the requirements to have an “All audiences” rating is a way to avoid wasting time to remove scenes after the movie is done. • Movie Theatres: With good relationships and information, the Production Manager will know soon what theatres will be interested in showing the movie and will gain time after its completion. • Film festivals: For a short movie, it is a key of success but it has to be done before the end of April to be eligible for May festivals. A good time management and the movie will be seen by a larger audience Term Paper 4 – Marie-Anne Midy
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10. Project Update at Period March 31, 2006 10.1. Problem description, impact on project and planned response •



Problem description:



On March 31, 2006, the weather conditions were very bad. It happened during the production stage, it means while shooting the movie. Unfortunately, the day when the weather wasn’t optimal, the scene that was supposed to be shot was an exterior scene. With this event, it meant the schedule couldn’t be follow because of risk for the material like camera, lights … but also for actors and crew members. Although we tried to stay informed as much as we could watching the weather forecast, the next few days forecast wasn’t good and we had to shoot several other exterior scenes. •



Impact on project:



This problem was one of the risk events assessed in the Assessment Matrix previously. We were aware of a pretty high likelihood to occur and we knew the impact could have major consequences. Because what happened here was that not only one day was supposed to have a bad weather but also the following days, the shooting phase was going to be delayed. As explained through the Priority Matrix previously, the time is our constraint. Not having the movie completed on time can’t happen because the consequences would be very bad. For instance, the Studio representatives could stop the production before its end. And if they don’t, the movie wouldn’t be able anyway to be eligible for the May film Festivals and it would be missing an opportunity to have it seen by more people. As an impact on the project, extending the production phase will imply a negative Schedule Variance (-$4,900) and a negative Cost Variance (-$2,450). Then to stay on schedule and within budget we’ll have reduce the prost production features because the scope is the only criterion we can accept. •



Planned response:



Initially, in our Assessment Matrix, we had planned this problem could occur and as a response, we knew if bad weather conditions happened during the shooting of exterior scenes, we would have to change the schedule to shoot interior scenes. This is what we did for the first days of bad weather. However, after a few days, the weather wasn’t improving and all the interior scenes had been shot. We only had the exterior scenes left to shoot. Because it was impossible, we waited two days without shooting. This time is the number of days the project has been delayed. Now, instead of having the production phase done by April 5th, it is going to be completed April 7th. It also means that the entire project is going to end April 19th instead of April 17th. But time is our constraint so we have to meet the deadline. Now the Production is taking 12 days versus 10 before, so we have to reduce by 2 days the rest of the project. In order to do that, we are going to use the contingency plan of cutting off some features during the editing. This way, the prost production will take less time. Instead of lasting 5 days as initially planned, the editing activity is going to last only 3 days, ending at the same date: April 12th. The last activities of the project having a 1-day period, they can’t be reduced that’s why we focused on the editing. With this response, the movie is still on time and our time constraint is respected.
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10.2. Revised project updates 10.2.1. WBS & Gantt Chart
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10.2.2.



Network Diagram
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10.2.2.



Network Diagram (continued)
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10.2.3.



Earned value table
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11. Project Summary



This project was initially to make a 15-minute movie in color with four main actors. To perform this task, 31 days was the time we had – from March 6, 2006 to April 17, 2006 – and the budget was $70,000. Some of the main deliverables were to have at least one main actor on screen per scene, to have both interior and exterior scenes and 30 scenes, 30 seconds each. Usually a movie is divided into 5 phases but for this project only 3 were required: Pre Production, Production and Post Production. No Development or Distribution was in the contract. Basically, we split the project into 3 main parts related to these 3 phases: - Pre Production from March 6, 2006 to March 22, 2006 - Production from March 23, 2006 to April 5, 2006 - Post Production from April 6, 2006 to April 17, 2006 We know from the very beginning the constraint would be the time because of actors’ schedules and May film festivals. If we had to accept something, it was going to be the performance (features added to the movie during post production). To succeed we had to hire the right people who were going to be the most efficient in each of their work area: Production, Story, Casting and Technical Departments. In order to have the best chances to successfully complete this project, we did a risk assessment to avoid being confronted to unplanned events. Indeed, such conditions would be under pressure and the decisions to make are usually not the best in those circumstances. We came up with four risks: A main actor gets sick before the start of the shooting, bad weather happens during exterior shooting day, the studio reduces the budget during the production and a camera breaks while shooting a scene. We assessed their likelihood, impact and detection difficulty as well as their response, their contingency plan, their trigger and the person responsible to act in any of these cases. The project started on time on March 6th, every activity of the pre production went as planned and without any difficulty. This phase was completed for the 1st milestone: March 22nd. The production started the day after on March 23rd. The first week of shooting was successfully executed; however a major issue occurred on March 31st. We had few days of bad weather when the schedule was initially supposed to be shooting exterior scenes. We used our contingency plan to avoid this event and shot interior scenes instead. But the weather kept being bad and unfortunately no more interior scenes were left to be shot. We had to delay the production of 2 days to wait for a better weather and decided to reduce the prost production of 2 days to meet the finale deadline. This wasn’t an easy decision to make because we knew it meant more work time for the production team and less time available in addition to less features to add for the Film Editor. Tensions were frequent during this period and a good management was necessary. Be understanding and supportive helped the crew to realize that we had a common goal: making a good movie on time. Good relationships with the producers and studios was important, they were very understanding of our issues even if they didn’t agree to postpone the completion deadline of a few days. During this project I learned a lot about how tasks well defined and planned in advance don’t always occur as they were supposed to. I had to make difficult trade offs related to the constraint and requirements. Interactions between team members were essential and I realized how true my behavior had impacts on the rest of the team. I had to show the example and keep a positive attitude even during difficult situation.
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